
          VERVE! 
          A NATURAL, HEALTHY ENERGY DRINK 
CREATED BY VEMMA  



 
CLUB VERVE 

¢ Club Verve is a brand new student lead 
organization that allows us as students to work 
together as a team in order to make money, improve 
our resume's, and broaden our social horizon on our 
own time, simply by giving our fellow students the 
same opportunity we were presented and chose to 
embrace.  
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WHAT IS VEMMA? 
¢ Vemma is a company that has devoted it’s 

product line to healthy lifestyle supplements.  
¢  It is actually an acronym meaning- 

   V = Vitamins  

  E= Essential  

   M = Minerals      

    M = Mangosteen  

     A = Aloe 
¢ The product we will be working with is called  

“Verve”, Vemma’s healthy energy drink.   
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What	  Would	  You	  Have	  To	  Eat?	  





ONE WAY TO MARKET VERVE TO THE 
COLLEGE MARKET 

¢ Any given Thursday, Friday, or Saturday night 
the majority of college students will participate 
in some form of social drinking 

¢ A lot of students will use energy drinks as 
“chasers”, not only to cover up the taste of 
alcohol, but also to give them a more “exciting” 
drunk. 

¢ After doing this however, one will usually wake 
up feeling extremely hung-over 

¢ NO LONGER!!  
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CONT… 

¢  Verve is one of the best “chasers” available. Why? 
¢  Unlike other energy drinks that rely on things like 

caffeine and sugar to give you energy, Verve uses a 
combination of vitamins and minerals that your body 
needs anyway to give you energy 

¢  When someone drinks alcohol, the alcohol excretes a 
certain amount of Vitamins and Minerals from their 
body and this is one of the main things that causes a 
hangover 

¢  When someone “chases” with Verve, it puts those 
Vitamins and Minerals right back into your body. 

¢  That means if someone uses Verve as a chaser rather 
than Red Bull or Monster, you will still get the same  
“exciting” drunk, but you will wake up in the morning 
feeling great! Best of both worlds.   



QUESTIONS? 
Click this text for Vemma terms and regulations: 

 
OR 
 

Join the Facebook group, “Club Verve”  
 

OR 
 

Contact- MSUVemma@gmail.com 

Luke Hessler  
(231-631-6975) 

hesslerl@msu.edu 
 

Kevin Kreta 
(231-492-4341) 

kretakev@msu.edu 
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